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Annual Camping trip

It was that time again of the annual camping trip. Everyone gathered up their Adjective skills and headed

off into the Noun . Like each year before they planned to have campfires, roast marshmallows, and eat

the best Noun - Plural known to man. After what seemed as miles and miles of hiking they saw the perfect

spot. Enough room for everyone's tents and the camp fire right in the middle. After setting up the camp and

getting the fire going it was time to start the chili. Everyone brought enough chili and Noun - Plural to feed

everyone including the forest creatures. After a while the Noun was spreading over to the land and the

animals starting moving in. Everyone thought "O' we will be fine, we got the fire and there is plenty of

Pronoun around making enough noise to keep the night Noun - Plural away. Little did they know

Pronoun was out there watching and waiting for us.

Once everyone got their bowl of Pronoun they all sat around the fire, now was time to tell the stories of

the legendary Proper Noun . Everyone was listing to those who have heard or even saw the

Adjective man. Then all of a sudden they heard a big thump- one Bigfoot believer said that's a

Noun knock. Then next thing you know rocks were hitting their tents. Then echoing through the woods

clear as day. Was it a scream, a howl, or a deep throaty call that came through the camp site and made the hair

on everyone's arms stand up! It was at that time everyone decided to call it a night. However, when the last

camper when to bed they decided to leave a Noun of chili out for whatever had their attention last night.

The next morning as people where waking up to the smell of coffee and something else Preposition or 

subordinating conjunction in the air, they noticed that the chili was Coordinating conjunction but what was left was

a



nice Adjective next to the bowl. A foot print, bigger than a man's 13 and definitely not a Noun .

Now every year when they go out to the Noun camping trip they tell this story - not everyone will say

for sure if it was bigfoot but it was something and that is for sure. And each year they make sure to leave a bowl

of Noun - Plural out after the last one has gone to bed.
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